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CUSTOM MOSAICS

231.375.8037 | info@amosaic.com
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CUSTOM MOSAICS
Custom made glass mosaic murals and artistic mosaics. Individually created and hand assembled.

Desired finished dimensions and colors.
A picture, sketch or rendering ofthe custom mosaic.A printready digital file is best.

American Glass Mosaics provides:
Samples of the proposed colors.
Quote which includes price, options, and lead time.
Lead time will vary from 4 weeks to 12 weeks depending on the
complexity of the mural. Lead time is from the date of purchase
order.
When the quote is approved we will begin to assemble your
mosaic.
Shipped product will include install directions and guidelines.

UNIQUE DESIGNS
The possibilities are limitless.
These projects
put a stamp of
one-of-a-kind personal
expression to any glass
mosaic project.

VERSATILITY
Applications include interior and exterior walls,
swimming pools, fountains and floors.
Professional sports logos and
corporate logos are a specialty area.
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Client provides:

Ability to create
handmade artistic
mosaics that
emphasize unique
and/or classic
patterns and
combinations.
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We follow a consultative process that involves you in all of the
important details.

FULLY CUSTOMIZED

MA
D

PROCESS

CUSTOM MOSAICS

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Pricing will vary based on complexity of design.

Artistic mosaics and murals are made by our in-house artisans to fully satisfy the client's
requirements. Each mosaic mural is individually planned to create the most accurate
reproduction or representation of your artwork. Multiple colors, sizes, and shapes available to
create your distinctive custom mosaic. Our glass is carefully annealed to perform at the
highest quality in all outdoor environments.
American Glass Mosaics is the largest domestic manufacturer of cast glass mosaic tiles. Our
glass mosaics are made using 100% recycled glass at our factory in Spring Lake, Michigan.

OPTION ONE
Most Basic
Hand placed tile with no tile cuts or
minimal cut designs. Edges are normally
squared.

OPTION TWO
Medium Complexity
Grid stacked pattern with hand cut
soldier rows or comparable designs.

OPTION THREE
Most Complex
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Hand cut fish scale pattern or other
intricate pattern with significant tile cuts
and hand placement.

SPLASHINFORMATION
Manufactured to exceed the requirements of ANSI A137.2. Occasional variations in color, shade, tone and texture are to be expected in all glass products.
Samples do not necessarily represent an exact match to existing inventory.
FINISH: Clear, Iridescent, Aventurina,Beach, Sand Iridescent, Silver, and Arcadia.

SHADE VARIATION
V2 - Slight Variation
Clearly distinguishable texture and/or pattern
within similar colors.

ASTM C650-04
Chemical Resistance

No Effect

ANSI A 137.2
Thermal Shock Resistance

No Defects

ASTM C648
Breaking Strength

Passes

SUITABLE APPLICATIONS

ASTM C373
Water Absorption

Impervious

ASTM C424
Crazing Resistance

Passes

Interior and exterior walls.
Pools/spa/submerged.
Freezing environments.
Light traffic floor use.

ASTM C499
Facial Dimension/Thickness

Passes

ASTM C485-09
Warpage

Passes

ASTM C1026-13
Freeze Thaw

Passes

Standard household glass cleaner, or a
neutral mild detergent with water.

LEAD TIME
Normal lead time is 3-4 weeks or less.
Quick ship programs available.
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DCOF Acutest
.33 - .54
Dynamic Coefficient of Friction

MAINTENANCE
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TEST PERFORMED

